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Towards Embodied Evolution of Robot Organisms

Berend Weel

VU University Amsterdam

The theory of evolution through natural selection was conceived by Charles

Darwin in the 19th century. It was used it to explain life on earth as we know

it. In the 20th century the rules and concepts of evolution were transferred to

the computer to evolve digital entities like programs or solutions to numerical

functions. Now we aim to take the next step, taking evolution back into the

real world by evolving physical things.

Our goal is to create a system where robot organisms undergo evolution.

Such a system is an example of second order engineering, that is, a system

where we don’t directly design a robot organism but design a designer of robot

organisms. Such a system can be useful when it is difficult or impossible to

determine beforehand what a good design is. An example of such a situation

could be planetary exploration. We do not know what the requirements for a

robot on an unknown planet would be. So instead of directly designing a robot

organism we could send a system to this planet which can build and deploy new

robot organisms into the environment. Based on the performance of a robot

organism the system can select promising ones and improve them, resulting in

increasingly better robot organisms.

Figure S.1: The KIT robot:
an example modular robot

In this thesis the designer of the robot organ-

isms is an artificial evolutionary algorithm. These

organisms are made using modules, an example of

such a module can be seen in Figure S.1. Several

types of modules exist with different characteris-

tics, however they all have a few basic properties:

they have sensors with which they can perceive

their environment, they have one or more servo

motors with which they can move part of their

body, they have a computational chip of some



kind to read the sensors and steer the motors, and they have several connectors

with which they can connect to other modules. We have built and investigated

several systems in which organisms built from modules undergo embodied evo-

lution. In evolution the characteristics of what is evolved, in our case robot

organisms, are encoded in a genome. In the case of robot organisms the genome

encodes both the shape of the organism as well as the way it is controlled.

Embodied evolution is different from traditional evolutionary robotics. In

traditional evolutionary robotics adaptation takes place on a desktop computer,

which is an all knowing “oracle” that makes the decisions on which genomes are

combined and mutated. Furthermore the evolutionary process is conducted in

the lab and the end result is then fixated and used in deployment. In contrast,

in embodied evolution adaptation takes place on the robot organisms themselves

and the adaptation is done during the organisms deployment period in the

environment based on local information known to that particular robot.

Figure S.2: The Triangle of Life.
The pivotal moments that span the
triangle and separate the 3 stages are:
1) Conception: A new genome is ac-
tivated, construction of a new robot
starts. 2) Delivery: Construction of
the new robot is completed. 3) Fer-
tility: The robot becomes ready to
conceive offspring.

Building a system in which robot or-

ganisms undergo evolution brings forth

a number of principal challenges: Birth,

Lifetime Adaptation, Procreation and

Death. We have investigated Birth,

Lifetime Adaptation and Procreation in

depth. We illustrate and cement these

challenges in a conceptual framework

dubbed the Triangle of Life. This frame-

work describes the life cycle of an ecosys-

tem of self-reproducing robots. This life

cycle does not run from birth to death,

but from conception (being conceived) to

conception (conceiving one or more chil-

dren) and it is repeated over and over

again, thus creating consecutive genera-

tions of robot children. The result is a population of robotic organisms that

evolves and thus adapts to the given environment. The Triangle of Life consists



of 3 stages, Morphogenesis, Infancy, and Mature Life as illustrated in Figure S.2.

The principal challenges are related to these stages nearly 1-to-1: morphogenesis

results in the birth of a new robot organism, lifetime adaptation takes place

primarily during the infancy (but can extend into mature life), lastly procreation

takes place only during the mature life.

Birth We distinguish two different ways of ‘being an organism’: transient and

permanent. In the first case individual modules can assemble and disassemble

themselves into ‘multi-cellular’ organisms, therefore being part of an organism

is a transient state that the modules can enter and leave ‘at will’. This is a good

mode of operation when the modules can move around as individual modules,

for instance in the case of swarm robots. In the second case being an organism

is a permanent state, here modules are connected by hand or a machine which

builds the organism.

In the case of transient organisms birth is achieved by the individual modules

aggregating into an organism. We have investigated two ways of achieving this

aggregation: free-form and egg-based. Using the free from aggregation method

we showed that it was possible to let a swarm of modules react to (changes

in) the environment by forming organisms. We used an embodied evolutionary

algorithm to evolve the behaviour of the individual modules to achieve this.

Here the shape of the organisms is not encoded and therefore fully emergent.

In the case of the egg-based aggregation some modules in the swarm are

designated to be eggs. These eggs are the starting points for new organisms

and can be fertilised by passing organisms, in this manner the genome that

encodes the shapes is transferred. The modules in the swarm that are not eggs

can be recruited by an egg to form an organism, the genome encodes on which

side the recruited module should connect. The advantage of using eggs in this

manner is that it allows the organism to be built there where it is needed, near

an obstacle for instance. With this aggregation method we tested whether a

system based on the Triangle of Life would result in a system with a stable

population of robot organisms.

In the case of permanent organisms we chose to use a centralised method for



birth in the form of a Birth Clinic which builds organisms by connecting modules

together. The reasoning behind this is both practical and ethical. Practically

it is much easier to build, in real life and simulation, a single ‘manufacturing

plant’ where organisms are constructed. Ethically it is a good idea to have a

single point of failure for this system. This allows us to shut the system down

by simply shutting down the birth clinic in case the system or evolution gets

out of control.

Lifetime Adaptation When a new organism is born it has inherited its

body (shape) and its brain from its parents. However, the combination of the

parent brains is unlikely to fit the combination of the parent bodies, therefore

the child’s brain needs to be adapted to fit its morphology. We investigated

several machine learning algorithms to see which one was usable to learn walking

behaviour in modular robots. We tested several learning methods on several

designed shapes as well as one learning algorithm on a large number of randomly

generated shapes. We found one in particular, called RL Power, that showed

fairly good performance on many shapes. It learned very quickly, while also

exhibiting very stable behaviour.

While adaptation to the body is a necessity, we aim to have organisms adapt

to certain tasks as well. In this case we need to combine the environmental

pressure that influences the shape and behaviour of the organisms with tasks

that they need to perform. We developed an algorithm, called monee, that is

able to combine these two goals in a natural way. Adaptation to the environment

is enforced by making the robots move through the environment to procreate,

while adaptation to the task is encouraged by having the robots choose their

mates based on their task performance.

Procreation As mentioned before, the shape and (part of) the controllers

of the organisms are encoded in a genome. This genome is transmitted either

by fertilising eggs or by mating with other organisms to create offspring. To

create the offspring these genomes are recombined and mutated and then built,

resulting in an evolutionary system.

Procreation in our work is proximity based, this means that an organism



needs to move and be physically close to an egg or another organism in order

to transfer its genes.

Triangle of Life System We built a system, in simulation, based on the

Triangle of Life in simulation with each of the components of the Triangle of

Life. A birth clinic builds each organism in a central point which is consequently

delivered into a circular arena. The new organism then wakes up and starts

learning how to move using its body. After a certain time and when the organism

has reached sufficient distance from the birth clinic it reaches maturity. Then

the organism can move around the arena to find one or more mates. If they find

one they exchange their genome with their mate and send the recombined and

mutated child genome to the birth clinic, completing the cycle. This system is,

as we know, the first of its kind that implements all components of the Triangle

of Life. It results in an ecosystem in which both the bodies and the minds of

robot organisms undergo embodied evolution.

Now that we have designed, prototyped this system in simulation and

shown that it is in principle possible, the next step is to actually create it in

hardware. We have taken the first steps towards this goal by designing and 3D

printing several progenitor organisms and constructed them, they can be seen

in Figure S.3. Now we need to implement the other parts of the Triangle of

Life, such as lifetime learning and procreation to work on this hardware. If all

goes well, someday soon such organisms will live happily ever after.

(a) Spider (b) Gecko

Figure S.3: Designed Parent Robots


